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Major Wine Producing Countries

Voice of Wine 2017 Award

The Voice of Wine is the award that is given by the World Bulk Wine Exhibition annually in order to recognize the work of those who defend the values of wine. ProChile receives the Prize Voice of Wine 2017 for its constant encouragement of Chilean wine in foreign markets and their remarkable marketing and advertising campaigns.

The Burgundy Report

Burgundy today represents a conflict in conceptual terms. For some, it is the Holy Grail of wine, the source of several of the most brilliant white and red wines in existence. Yet to others, the region symbolizes inconsistency as well as lofty, perhaps even outlandish pricing.

Click here to read more

Media Update: Wildfires in Northern California

STATUS:
• Steady progress is being made to bring the fires under control, evacuations are being lifted and cooler weather and rain are forecast this week.

WINERIES:
• Of the approximately 1,200 wineries in Mendocino, Napa and Sonoma counties, the regions most impacted, it is reported that less than ten have been destroyed or heavily damaged.
• Five vineyard properties totaling about 200 acres in Potter Valley area of Mendocino are reported damaged. Because many areas were evacuated, some winery owners do not have access to their properties to assess the status, so the situation remains fluid.
• Mendocino, Napa and Sonoma, represent about 12 percent of overall California wine grape production combined. California accounts for 85% of U.S. wine production and is the fourth leading
wine producer in the world.  
Click here to read more

Fires Won't Destroy California Wine Industry: The overall impact will not be particularly large.  
Click here to read more